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Take a look at this week-long social emotional unit and project work on
mental health, planned and taught to my third grade class at Amy

Beverland Elementary!



Indiana Academic  Standards
Health and Wellness Core Health Concepts: Third Grade-Fifth Grade

Standard 1: 5.1.1: Describe the relationship between healthy behaviors and personal health.

Standard 1: 5.1.2: Identify examples of emotional, intellectual, physical, and social health.

Standard 4: 5.4.3: Explain healthy ways to express needs, wants and feelings.

Standard 4: 5.4.4: Determine ways to communicate kindness and respect for others.

Standard 5: 5.5.1: Identify personal health decisions and influences.

*Note: While the standards I included are all health and wellness
concepts, there are other content standards that would fit these

lessons and could be adapted for multiple grade levels 



Lesson Plans Day by Day 



Lesson Plans Day by Day 



Yesterday I Had the Blues, Jeron Ashford Frame
A story of a young boy who describes his feelings and
the feelings of those around him in colors. This book is
perfect for teaching students how to express their
emotions in new and different ways (verbally,
artistically, etc.) 

The Good Egg, Jory John
This is the tale of a good egg stuck in a carton full of
bad eggs. The stress he puts on himself trying to take
care of everyone else leads to cracks in his shell and
he learns new ways to cope with stress and be kind
to himself. Incredible book for teaching mental and
physical health strategies. 

Resources Used 



Formative Pre-Assessment:
Students added what they knew or thought about mental health

Summative Post-Assessment:
Students wrote letters to staff members in the school community that
they felt needed an extra reminder to take care of their mental health 



Documentation of Students Working on
the Project  Post-Assessment 

Mental Health Reminders
being written to members of

the school community 

Example of a letter that
was written to a former

first-grade teacher


